The interface response functions for alloy solidification were measured in the nondegenerate regime of partial solute trapping. We used a new technique to measure temperatures and velocities simultaneouslv during rapid solidification of Si-As alloys induced by pulsed laser melting. In _I addition, partition coefficients were determined using Rutherford backscattering. The results are in good agreement with predictions of the Continuous Growth Model without solute drag of M. J. Aziz and T. Kaplan [Acta Metall. 36, 1335 (19SS)] and are inconsistent with all solute drag models.
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Considerable effort has been devoted to understanding the growth kin&s of interface-mediated phase transitions. Rapid alloy solidification is theoretically and experimentally among the simplest and most-studied cases and serves as a prototypical growth process. Much of the interface kinetics work in rapid alloy solidificationrmm3 has concentrated on the interface velocity (v) dependence of solute partitioning for dilute alloys, studying the transition with increasing 1' from equilibrium partitioning to solute trapping. The dilute solution limit of the Continuous Growth Model (CGM) of Aziz and Kaplan" has recently been shown to describe very well partitioning in metals as well as semiconductors. 1, 3 In contrast, until now it has been impossible to measure the other response function in alloys, the velocity-interfacial undercooling relation, although there are substantial discrepancies in its predicted behavior."P)" Knowledge of both response functions is essential as they are used in theories, and in the interpretation of measurements, of the formation of dcndritic, cellular, and banded microstructures. It has rcmaincd an open question whcthcr or not interface motion during solidification is slowed by a solute drag effect, as is the case in grain and antiphase boundary migration. " During solidification of a pure element, 1-9 is given by7 u=t+&l;,fl -exp(AG,ffiRT~)],
with T, the interface temperature, v,(Ti) a kinetic rate con-1 stant for growth, R the gas constant and, for pure elements, AG,rf is simply the Gibbs free energy change on solidification. This relation has been extended to alloys in several ways. In the CCiM "without solute drag" Eq. (1) applies with AG rR equal to the "driving free energy" AGoI:, where
with X,Y the solute mole fraction in the solid at the interface, and ApB and A,u:., the changes in chemical potential on solidification for solute and solvent, respectively. In solute drag models part of this free energy, AGd, is dissipated by solute-solvent redistribution and not available to drive interface motion, and Eq. (I) applies with A(;,, equal to AGD,-AG,I.
In sharp-interface models AG,, is determined using the thermodynamics of irreversible processes. In the CGM "with solute drag,"
AG,iXL -.X,&A/q, -Ap,:),
with XL the solute mole. fraction in the liquid at the interface.
In another sharp-interface model, due to Agren," AC;, is half of the right-hand side of Eq. (3). In continuum models, the diffusion equation is solved to determine the concentration profile across an interface of finite width S, and AGti is cletermined by an integral across the interface of the force exerted by the atoms on the interface." In the Hillert-Sundman model," the diffusivity varies exponentially across the interface, matching the solid and liquid values at the interface boundaries. A similar analysis assuming a constant diffusivity through the interface (0,) constitutes an extension of the two-level Baker model. *225 In this letter we present the first measurements of the velocity-undercooling function for alloys. We address the question of the existence of solute drag by comparing the measured II relation with those predicted by the kinetic models. We also report the first test of the partitioning predictions of the models away from the dilute alloy limit.
We used a new technique to determine simultaneously temperatures and velocities during pulsed laser melting (PLM) and rapid solidification. Samples were irradiated using a spatially homogenized XeCl (:308 nm) excimer laser. A schematic of the sample structure in cross section is shown in Fig. 1 . The top layer is a Si-As alloy that is melted and solidified; the time derivative of its conductance determines u.',' Between the %-As film and the substrate a il@nm-thick Pt film is intercalated; its resistance determines the temperature at a fixed depth." The Pt film is insulated from the substrate by a SiO, layer, and from the Si-As layer by an 80-nm-thick Si,N, film. Resistors were patterned photolithographically in the Si-As and Pt films. Concentration depth profiles before and after PLM were determined by Rutherford backscattering spectromctry with a depth resolution of -9 nm.
Measurements were performed in pure Si and Si-9 at. 5% As alloys. Si data were used to calibrate the temperature measurements. The alloys were prepared by implanting As'+ into 250 nnt e-beam deposited Si layers at Four different energies8 Samples were furnace annealed to crystallize the Si-As layer. During PLM, peak melt depths were kept between 130 and 160 nm to ensure a uniform As depth profile in the molten alloy and a long enough path for the interface to approach steady state conditions during solidification.1" Samples were fabricated with SiO! layers 110 nm and 1 pm thick to obtain solidification velocities of -1 and 2 mis, respectively. Because of its high thermal conductivity the thin Pt film acts as a thermal short. To obtain a wider range of solidification velocities, samples were preheated from the back with a CO2 laser for a few seconds before PLM.
TEM studies of samples solidified at 1.9 m/s showed homogeneous, polycrystalline %-As alloys with -300 nm grain si2e.' During solidification, the interface remained planar to within -15 nm as determined by time-resolved reflectivity, and the As was quenched into electrically active sites as indicated by the final sample conductivity.s In addition, excellent matching was obtained between measured concentration profiles and the results of liquid diffusion and partitioning simulations that assumed planar interedce motion. These observations indicate that the interface was stable against Mullins-Sekerka instabilities. " We determined partition coefficients, k (-X,y/XLj, by comparing solute concentration profiles after PLM with numerical simulations of liquid diffusion and partitioning '. Measured melt depth histories and initial concentration profiles were used as inputs in the simulations. Measured k vs w are shown in Fig. 2 .
During solidification, Ti was determined from measured Pt temperatures TPtY using an approximate solution to the heat equation. Since temperature changes with time in the top layers are smaII during solidification, the heat flux is nearly uniform with depth and Ti=TPt+BTCo,,, where' , (4) and fGnsu~r tinal, Kay9 and tz;! are the thermal conductivities and thicknesses of Si,N, and the solid Si-As alloy, respectively, and AH is the measured' enthalpy of fusion. The combination of melt-depth and Pt temperature measurements provides a direct determination of Ti during solidification through Eq. (4). ICinsu, was determined from measurements with a pure Si top layer. For Si, Ti differs from the equilibrium melting temperature by the kinetic undercooling ATx-. For ( to 17 K s/m. '" In the analysis we used 15 K s/m. The. difference, however, is insignificant for the purpose of this study, since the relevant quantity is the interface temperature of the alloy relative to that in the pure solvent.
The conversion of Pt resistances to temperatures involved two steps. Furnace calibrations were performed for each device after PLM, showing linear behavior up to 450 "C and slow degradation at higher temperatures (bare Pt films were linear up to 1.000 K). In contrast, we observed no degradation and very reproducible behavior in PLM experiments. A Pt temperature scale was first obtained using the results of furnace calibrations (linear fit and extrapolation). This was used to determine Kinsul =O.O 17 W/cm K from pure Si PLM Jata at high I? (,Tpt-. 1000 K) and Eq. (3j at the end of solidification,' Corrections to the Pt temperature scale above 1100 K (departures from linearity) were determined using pure Si data, Eq. (4j, and h T,/tt = 15 R S/J.XL The same corrections (determined using pure Si data only) were applied to the Si-As data. Full numerical solutions of the onedimensional heat equation that Eq. (4) is valid to within -10 K by the end of solidification, and that the effect of the Pt layer on ZI is negligible."
In Fig. 3 we show melt depth and corresponding temperature traces measured simultaneously for the alloys. Ti vs u data are plotted in Fig. 4 for Si and the alloys. Comparing the Si-As to pure Si data, the main feature observed is a temperature shift, and little or no change in slope in the u(T,j relation. This feature of the alloying effect is also evident in the raw (peak Pt resistance vs v) data.
Data were compared to predictions of the various solidification models. Gibbs free eucrgies of the solid and liquid alloys were computed using a subregular solution model (interaction parameter depending linearly on temperaturej. The interaction parameters for the solid and liquid phases were chosen to fit the equilibrium liquidus, '" measured behavior from local interfacial equilibrium to solute trapping; it is the diffusive speed (~1~) in the CGM, Agren, and Baker models (given by DUJS in the latter), and S in the Hillert-Sundman model. It was determined for each model by fitting the k(u) data (Fi,. v 2). Good fits were obtained with the CGM and .%gren model, while the Baker and HillertSundman models predict curves that rise too steeply and too slowly respectively. Further, the interface in the HillertSundnran model is unacceptably wide (73 nm); for a reasonable S (c-1 nm), the curve would be shifted to the right by about two orders of magnitude. The T, vs u predictions are shown in Fig. 4 . The solute drag effect in the CGM with solute drag, Agren, and Baker models demands a substantial increase in the undercooling as v decreases. This is simply not observed in the data. On the other hand, the CGM without solute drag and the HillertSundman model describe the data very weil. Perhaps not surprisingly, calculations reveal that AG, in the latter model is numerically negligible for any value of 8 Because of the unreasonable interface width in the Hillert-Sundman model, we conclude that the only model that correctly predicts both response functions is the CGM without solute drag. These first measurements of the velocity-undercooling function in alloys, combined with solute trapping measurements, make the first complete test of kinetic theories of solidification. The results are in excellent agreement with the CGM without solute drag. The two interfacial reactions occurring during growth-interface motion and solute/solvent redistribution-appear to be coupled kinetically as envisaged in the CGM: the main effect of alloying on v is a reduced driving free energy for the growth of metastable (due to solute trapping) material as in Eqs. (1) and (2). Unlike in pure systems, it remains an open question whether these equations can be derived from more fundamental principles. (They have not been derived from the kinetic Ising model, a frequent starting point for solidification theories that do not predict solute trapping correctly.'5) The oft-proposed additional effect of alloying on u-the solute drag effect-is nonexistent or negligible. All current testable models incorporating solute drag are at variance with experiment. This is contrary to our current understanding of grain and antiphase boundary migration.b Either different universality classes must to be identified, or the solute drag concept must to be realized in a presently unforeseen manner. Future efforts to reconcile the concept of solute drag with experiment must predict a negligible effect in solidification but a significant effect in grain boundary migration; they will also have to match the k(c) data for solidification.
